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 ichael says: ive been having this problem for a few days now, and havent found an answer anywhere. it wont let me drag and
drop, and i have to manually copy and paste. i think i have a good amount of memory and space, and i have a 20 gb hd as my

main hard drive. help me. is there a reason why i cant drag n drop? xisor: Any'sudo fdisk -lu'in terminal? I have a new system -
fresh install of Ubuntu 18.04 - and I get an error when I try to install any kind of language app. This is a new system running

from a USB key I formatted to ext4 (this is a new system that already worked on 16.04). I suspect a "kernel" issue but as I have
now formated the USB and used a different USB stick and I still get the same error message. It is not about sudo apt install
because it fails before I even get to the package selection - I suspect the ISO is corrupt but I cannot find any reason it would

have changed from the original installation on the USB Bashing-om, Has anybody ever got a language to install to a fresh new
Ubuntu system? I cannot get any languages to install Has anybody got any ideas? xisor: See is there a different irc channel for
ubuntu server? i cant find a channel called ubuntu-server on the freenode website AJH101: your system is old or your install is
bad my system is brand new - fresh from the laptop box with USB key formated to ext4 - everything on it fresh from the box

!server | xisor xisor: Ubuntu Server Edition is a release of Ubuntu designed especially for server environments, including a
server specific!kernel and no!GUI. The install CD contains many server applications. Current!LTS 82157476af
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